
How to Best Remove Charging Cables from a JAR Cart or Station

These general instructions apply to a range of Ultra-Light Intelligent Carts, 
the Essential Charging Stations, and Flex-Share Charging Stations.

Cart models: MD-5150, MD-5135, MD-5130, MD-5140, MD-5143
Station models: CS-1610, CS-1210, CSE-1615, CSEM-1615-2U

Contact JAR Systems for Additional Support

Required Tools: T25H Torx key (A) or drill bit. 
Note: If the cable compartments are not secured 
shut, this tool may not be needed.

1. Remove devices from the cart or station. 

2. Unplug the charging cables from the power 
strip(s).

All of the cart models feature removable back 
panels ( B )  that can make this step easier, 
however the chargers can also be unplugged 
from the power strips by reaching through the 
front of the cart without removing the back 
panels. Panels can be removed using the T25 
torx key.

3. Remove security screw from the tray lid(s) if 
it is in place. 

The security screw is located in the middle of 
the lid of each cable compartment. The screw 
can be removed with the T25H Torx key that was 
included with the product ( C ) , or if you have 
many carts or stations to work on at once, you 
may want to get a T25H Torx drill bit.
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4. Prop the tray lid open by placing the screw 
in the hole in the side wall of the cart or 
station ( D )  and assess how the cables have 
been bundled together below. 

In most cases, each individual charger will be 
bundled on itself ( E ) . In some cases, sections 
of cables may have been zip-tied or velcroed 
together. Chargers with no AC adapter like 
tablet chargers may also be bundled together 
using a special clip that is secured to the cable 
management tray. To release the cables from 
these clips, simply press down on the tab on the 
back ( F ) . 

5. Once you have removed anything that may 
be tying the cables to each other, you should 
be able to remove and separate the cables.
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